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Abstract: 
Typing on small smartphone keyboards can be challenging and uncomfortable.

Especially walking or other situations in motion can lead to mistypes. But there is a 
solution: BetterKeyboard highlights and enlarges most probable upcoming keys, so it is 
much easier to type fast and correctly. Therefore we implemented an algorithm using 
monogram and bigram tables to calculate the presumption of letters coming up next. Two 
versions were implemented. Keyboard 1 highlights and enlarges the 3 most probable 
keys. The advantage of this keyboard is, that the buttons only enlarge inside their given 
space and will not change their actual position. Keyboard 2 enlarges or shrinks all keys 
depending on their presumption. So the keyboard changes size and position of the 
buttons, this feels natural and floating.


Motivation: 

It can be hard typing on smartphone keyboards. Buttons are very small, there is 
no haptic feedback or movement makes it even harder.


We wanted to improve typing, create a new experience, so people will have fun 
typing.


Small buttons lead to lots of errors when typing. We want to enlarge and 
highlight most relevant buttons to reduce typing errors.
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Concept: 
We created two keyboards. Both of them highlight and enlarge most probable upcoming 
keys, so it is much easier to type fast and correctly.




Keyboard 1 
Keyboard 1 highlights and enlarges the 
3 most probable keys based on 
frequencies (monogram, bigram).

Highlighted keys change with every user 
input. The keys are enlarged by 4px in 
width and 6px in height. 
The advantage of this keyboard is, that 
the buttons only enlarge inside their 
given space and will not change their 
actual position.




Keyboard 2 
Keyboard 2 enlarges or shrinks all keys 
depending on their presumption based 
on frequencies (monogram, bigram). 
The keys only change in width. 
Highlighted keys change with every user 
input. So the keyboard changes size 
and position of the buttons, this feels 
natural and floating.
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Related Work 

Car Navigation 

As we all know from car navigation systems, when typing in address information, only 
possible upcoming letters are available to type. This makes navigation easier while in car.


Car Navigation 

Apple itself also uses a kind of highlighting buttons on its standard iOS keyboard. The 
tapping areas for next probable upcoming buttons are enlarged. This is just about the 
tapped area but not an optically solution.
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Implementation: 
Technical Realisation 

The keyboards were implemented on Apple’s platform iOS. 


The used environement is Xcode and we used the programming language Swift


Letter Frequency 

The most probable upcoming keys were defined by using monogram and bigram data. 
We developed an algorithm that uses the monogram table and bigram table as you can 
see in the images below.


       Monogram Table         Bigram Table 

The monogram table shows us the probability for a key upcoming. So in this table the 
letter E is the most probable key to come next. The bigram table shows us the two most 
probable next upcoming keys to come next.
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Evaluation: 

6 participants were taking part in our user tests.


The participants had to type in short texts


Time and mistake were measured.


The participants answered to our questionnaire after testing.


Test Setup 

Each user had to test both keyboards and hat to type 4 
different given texts. Keyboards and texts were in different 
order each time to minimize the text or sequence influencing 
the result.


In pressing start time gets measured and errors are counted 
every time the delete button was pressed. The user was told 
to type in the text correctly.


When the participant was done typing in, he pressed stop 
and we could read off the time and mistakes.
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Results 

Overall keyboard 2 performed faster and leaded to less mistakes. In the graphic below you can 
see the minimum, average and maximum values we measured.


Although keyboard 2 performed better, the testing users had different opinions. For some users 
keyboard 1 felt better or more intuitive and for others keyboard 2 felt more fluently.
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Conclusion: 
As our user tests showed, the keyboards were liked by users generally. But there are also 
some problems like the slow performance, not so smooth feeling of the keyboard and 
missing optically feedback. In future there could be more user tests to get more reliable 
feedback and improvement on the just mentioned features, which will make our 
keyboards more comparable to Apple’s keyboard in performance and usage. This may 
lead to better acceptance by users and the keyboard could be a real advantage.

Overall we are very happy with the outcome and are proud of our BetterKeyboard.
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